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ABSTRACT 
Let BD denote that Drazin inverse of the n X n complex matrix B. Define the 
core-rank of B as rank (B’cB)) where i(B) is the index of B. Let j = 1,2,. . , ,and Ai and 
A be square matrices such that Ai converges to A with respect to some norm. The 
main result of this paper is that 4” converges to AD if and only if there exists a ja 
such that core-rankAi = core-rank A for i > ia. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an m X n complex matrix (A E CmX”), then A’ denotes its Moore- 
Penrose inverse. If {Ai} c Fx”, then A,+A denotes the convergence of Ai 
to A with respect to some (and hence every) norm on Cmx n. The following 
result is well known: 
THEOREM 1. Zf {Ai} LCmXn, A EC"'~", and Ai-+A, then Af+A’ if and 
only if there exists j,, such that rankA/ = rankA for I> to. 
Theorem 1 was mentioned by Penrose in [5], and given an alternative 
proof by Stewart in [6]. This paper will establish an analogous result for the 
Drazin inverse of a square matrix. After establishing our terminology, we will 
state our main result, develop some necessary preliminary results, prove the 
main result, and conclude by discussing some related ideas. 
2. NOTATION 
All matrices are assumed to be square matrices over C, the field of 
complex numbers. If A EC”~“, then R(A) denotes the range of A. The 
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smallest integer k > 0 such that R (A ‘) = R (A k+l) is called the index of A 
and is denoted i(A). It is immediate from the Jordan canonical form for A 
that A may always be written as 
A=C+N, 
where C,NE C”X”,R(C)=R(A’(A)), CN=NC=O, i(C)=0 or 1, and NicA) 
=O. The matrices C, N are unique. C is called the core of A, and N the 
nilpotent part of A. We shall refer to C + N as the core-nilpotent decomposi- 
tion of A. The rank of C, or equivalently of AicA), will be called the core-rank 
ofA. 
There are several ways to characterize the Drazin inverse, AD, of A. One 
is as the unique solution X of 
(i) Ak+‘X=Ak where k=i(A), 
(ii) XAX= X, and 
(iii) AX = XA. 
The Drazin inverse has many nice properties that other types of pseudoin- 
verses frequently lack. 
It always exists (for A EC”~“), it is unique, it commutes with A, (A’“)D 
= (A “)” for any integer m > 0, (BAR - l)D = RA DR - ’ for nonsingular B, and 
finally it has the spectral mapping property. That is, X#O is an eigenvalue of 
A if and only if l/A is an eigenvalue of AD. 
The Drazin inverse was introduced in [2] and has been studied in [3] and 
[41. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
It is easy to produce examples to show that Theorem 1 is not valid for the 
Drazin inverse. 
EXAMPLE. 1. Let 
Then A,.+A, AiD+AD, but rankAi > rankA for all i. 
0 
l/i * 
0 I 
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EXAMPLE. 2. Let 
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Ai= 
Then 
l/i 1 0 0 
0 000 
0 0 0 1 
0 000 
and A= 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 
0 0 0 0 
while AD=O. Thus ApA, rankAi=rankA, and i(A[)= i(A), but AfD++AD. 
Notice in Example 1 that the core-rank of Aj does equal the core-rank of 
A. Theorem 2, our main result, shows that this is typical. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the Ai and A are n x n complex matrices such 
that +A. Then AiD+AD if and only if there is a real number iO such that 
core-rank A, = core-rank A for i 2 i,, 
4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we need a few preliminary results. We 
include their proofs for completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Zf M, N are subspaces of C” and dim M > dim N > 0, then for 
any complementary subspace K of N, the intersection M n K is nontrivial. 
Proof. Let P denote the proje_ctor with range N and kernel K. Then P 
defices a linear transformation P from M into N. But dim M > dim N. Thus 
ker P = M n K is non-trivial. n 
Lemma 1 is standard. The next lemma is a generalization of a well known 
result on orthogonal projectors. The lemma may be known, but we do not 
recall seeing a proof. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that the Pi and P are projectors, not necessarily 
orthogonal, on C”. Suppose that pi-P. Then there exists a j0 such that 
rank Pi = rank P for j 2 iw 
Proof. Suppose that q--+P, where Pi” = 5 and P2 = P. Let I]. 11 denote an 
operator norm on Cnx”. Since Pi+P, we have rank Pi > rank P for large i. 
(This is always true for any limit of matrices. See, for example, 161.) Let 
Ei = P- pi, so that Ei+O. Suppose that there does not exist a ia such that 
rank Pi = rank P for i B ia. Then there is a subsequence Ph = P - EiL such that 
dimR(P- Eh)>dimR(P). 
For convenience we replace ik by 1. By Lemma 1 there exists an xr E R (P - 
E,)nN(P) and x,#O. Thus (P-E,)x,=x, and Px,=O, so that Elxl=xx,. But 
then )) ElII > 1 for all 1, which contradicts the assumption that E,-+O. Thus the 
required i,, does exist. n 
We next prove a special case of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the Ai and A are n X n matrices and Ai-+A. 
Suppose further that i(AJ = i(A) for i > some io, and core-rankAi = core- 
rankA for i > ia. Then Ai +AD. 
Proof. Suppose that Ai+A, and that core-rankAi=core-rankd, i(A.) 
=i(A)=k, for i> ia. Then AjD=Aik(AIak+‘)‘Ajk, while AD=Ak(A sk+r)tAi, 
(This definition of the Drazin inverse may be found in [l].) Now A[+A, 
A!+A k and A?k+‘+A2k+1. Since rank (A?k+l) = core-rankA. = core-rankd 
=IrankAs”+‘, 
now follows. 
de have from Theorem 1 th;t (A,?+1)t+(A2k”)‘. Lemma 3 
n 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Suppose that the Ai and A are n X n matrices and that A,+A. We will 
first prove that the condition of Theorem 2 is necessary. Suppose that 
A+A D 
AAD 
D. Then AiAiD-+AAD. But AiAi is a projector onto R(A,‘@)), and 
is a projector onto R(A’(*)). Thus rankA,AtD=core-rankA/ and 
rank AA D = core-rank A. That core-rank A, = core-rank A for large i now fol- 
lows from Lemma 2 and the fact that A,AfD+AAD. 
To prove that the condition is sufficient, assume that core-rankA/ = core- 
rank A for i > ia. The rest of the proof considers only i 2 ia. Let A, = Cr + Nt, 
A = C + N be the core-nilpotent decompositions of A, and A. Now A!“‘+A m 
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for all m. Pick m greater than or equal to the supremum of the indicies of Ai 
and A. Then Aim+Am, and hence Cjm-+Cm. But 
rank Ci”’ = rank Ci = core-rankAi = core-rank A 
=rankC=rankC”. 
This implies that i(Ci”‘) and i(Cm) are either both zero or both one. Thus 
( CT)D+( Cm)O by Lemma 3. But (Cy)” = (Cy)“’ and ( C”‘)D = (CD)“‘. Hence 
However, AiD= CiD and AD= CD. Thus AtD-+AD and the proof of Theorem 
2 is complete. n 
6. COMMENT 
If A E C”x” has index 1, then A D is sometimes called the group inverse of 
A and is denoted by A #. Theorem 2 settles the question of how to 
characterize the continuity of the group inverse. 
7. CONTINUITY OF THE INDEX 
In taking limits it is often helpful to observe that if A,+A then rankA 
< rankAi for i > j,,, some fixed ia. The same is not true of the index. 
EXAMPLE. 3. Let 
Ai= l/i ’ andA= 
[ 1 
0 1 
0 l/i [ 1 0 0’ 
Then Aj+A, but i(A!) =0, while i(A) =2. 
Notice in Example 3 that AjD+AD. 
PROPOSITION . Suppose that the A, and A are n x n matrices. If A,-+A 
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and AiD+A D, then there is a i. such that 
i(A) < i(Aj) for j>ia. 
Proof. Suppose that A,--+A and AiD+A D. Let {Ah} be a subsequence of 
constant index k. Then 
(AJk+l(~JD= (A$. 
Taking limits, we get that 
Ak+‘AD=Ak 
Let A = C + N be the core-nilpotent decomposition of A. Then 
(1) 
while 
Ak=(C+N)k=Ck+Nk, (2) 
= Ck (3) 
From (l), (2), and (3) we see that Nk =0 and hence i(A) < k. Since the index 
function takes on only finitely many values between 0 and n, we have that 
there is a j0 such that 
i(A) < i(A1) for i > i0 
Notice that in Example 1 we had A{-+A, AiD+A D, and i(A) < i (At) for all 
i, so that inequality is needed in Proposition 1. This inequality is why the 
“only if” part of Theorem 2 cannot be proved exactly as Lemma 3 was. 
8. CLOSING REMARKS 
We note in closing that it is difficult to establish norm estimates for the 
Drazin inverse similar to those for the Moore-Penrose inverse as done by 
Stewart [6]. There are several reasons for this. First, the Drazin inverse has a 
weaker type of “cancellation law” and is somewhat harder to work with 
algebraically than the Moore-Penrose. Also complicating things is the fact 
that the Jordan form is not a continuous function from Cnxn+Cnxn and the 
Drazin inverse can be thought of in terms of the Jordan canonical form. This 
is the basis of Example 2. 
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The Jordan canonical form is not essential for the definition of AD or the 
core-nilpotent decomposition. But the authors view it as a convenient way to 
picture what is happening. 
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